Year 2 Summer 2 Overview – The Great Fire of London – Please see our weekly newsletter for more detail about what we have done!
Numeracy
PSHE
Changes in our lives and in the lives of others
Values
Courage
Listening to others
Team work
How we can change our behaviour
To be brave even when something is difficult
To talk about how we feel when something challenges us.

Music

Literacy
Place value
Money
Word problems
Doubles and halves
Mental Maths
Counting patterns
Data Handling
Venn Diagrams
Adding in tens and ones
Using a number line
Using a hundred square
Carroll Diagrams
Rounding to the nearest 10 / 100
Number patterns
Blank number lines—addition and subtraction

FRED
First hand recount
Newspaper articles
Non fiction texts
Instructions

Persuasive writing
Sentence starts
Story writing
Diary writing
Writing in different styles
Reports
Researching information

Let’s Think Maths
ICT

Performance—leavers assembly
Singing
Composition of own pieces of
music
Music theory—notes names and
how to write them
Recorders - A, B, D, C, G

History
Great Fire of London.
The Plague
Different sources of information from the past.
We are learning about the History of another country
(International al Week) - geography links.

Internet safety
Coding simple programmes
Debugging simple programmes
To navigate your way around a
computer program
PowerPoint

RE

PE
Games - rounder's, team games, hockey
Dance – dance fro performance (leavers assembly)
Gymnastics - performance
and linking moves together (rolling, balancing, travelling, jumping). Group performance. Strength and
conditioning

That Harvest is a more significant festival in some countries
because it can mean the difference between eating or going hungry. That many faiths show concern about waste and greed.
That people have a responsibility to care for the world

Science
Plants - how they grow, different types.
Food groups
Healthy eating
The effects of exercise on the body
Animal lifecycles
Investigation skills

Art/DT
Tudor buildings - collage and charcoal
Drawing from observation
Cards for special occasions
L.S Lowry - work of a famous artist

